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EFFECT OF TIP SHAPE AND DIEEDRAL ON LATERAL-STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
By JOSEPHA. SHORTAL
SUM~Y
Tt?8t8 were wndueted in the N. A. C. A. 7- by 10-joot
wind iunnd to determine the e$ect of wing-tip 8hapeand
dihdnd on sonw of the aerodynamic characteri+diwof
Clark Y wing8 that a~ect the performance and lateral
8t&iilJ of ai.rphux. Force tests at wvend angkx oj
yaw and rotatti tests & zero yaw were made. From
llwe tects the rates of change of rolling-moment)yaw”ng-
moment, and crow-wind force weji%nis with angle oj
yaw and the rai6 oj change of rolling-nunned toe@.8n4
wiih rolling were determined.
Th43te8t8 8h0Wedthat the plan form of a wing tip m
well iu the eleoiuim 8hupe had considmzble e$ect on h
rde oj dunge of rol.!ing-and yawing-numwd coej%ienh
with angk oj yaw. Th4 h?8t8 &O 8hOW8dthutwith
dihedrcdoj only the outer one-jourth oj each semiqan,
the dilwdrale~ect w muinlained to a much higher angle
oj attack thun wlwn the wmplete wmiqan hud dihedral.
At nod anglw oj a$tack, the incremeru%oj rate oj
change oj rolling moment with angle oj yaw dm to di-
hedral may be calculded with .sat&jactoryawuraey.
INTRODUCI’ION
As part of a general program on the improvement of
safety in flight the N. A. C. A. has instituted a research
of various means for improving the lateral stability of
airplanea. That part of the investigation reported
herein was made to provide fundamental data on the
effect of wing-tip shape and dihedral on some of the
lateral-stability factora. The part of the program
dealing with tip shape was requested by the Army Air
Corp.
The particular wing-tip shapes tested were chosen
nfter a study of exi..tingpertinent data. The pressure-
distribution tests of reference 1 revealed that the high
local loading near the extreme tips of rectangular wings
could be reduced by rounding the tips and also that
the centers of pressure could be located nearly on
spanwise straight lines by having the extreme tip at
least as far forward as 35 percent of the basic chord
from the leading edge. Force tests of references 2 to 6
showed that the maximum L/D ratio of a wing with a
square tip could be improved by substituting prac-
tically any other shape of tip, the greatest improve-
ment being foimd with tips having a ratio of the tip
length to the basic chord of between 0.75 and 1.50.
(See &. 6.) The maximum lift coefficient was in-
creased with tip-length/basic-chord ratios greater than
0.75 but was decreased with shorter tips. For the
present tests, two tips were designed having tip-length/
basic-chord ratios of 0.75 and 1.00 and similar plan
forms with the extreme tip 35 percent of the basic
chord aft of the leading edge. In addition, several
modifications so small as to be classed as “tip fairings”
rather than as new shapes were tested to determine the
effect of such fakings on the aerodynamic characteris-
tics of a reotanguk *G since in actual practice small
fairings are used to improve the otherwise blunt-end
appearance of rectangular wings.
The effect of elevation shape of a particular tip on
lift and drag was tested by the Navy (unpublished
data). It was found that, although the effect was not
great, there was n definiti improvement in general per-
formance characteristics in having the lower surface
of the tip curve upward. In order to memure this
improvement and ta determine the effective dihedral
angle of such shapes, three elevation shapes of rLpar-
ticular tip were inoluded in the present tests..
The effect of dihedral on the aerodynamic chmac-
teristios of airplanes has been experimentally deter-
mined in several instances but with small W@ models
at low air speeds (references 6 to 8). The tests re-
ported herein included the determination of the effect
of dihedral angle of the outer 25, 50, and 93 percent
of the semispan of a rectan=tiar ~~ equipped with
the rounded tip determined to be the optimum in the
first part of the tests. Tests of a rectangular wing
with dihedral were included for comparison.
The effect of the various wing shapes on the ratw
of change of rolling-moment, yawirg-mornent, and
cross-wind force coefficients with angle of yaw and the
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with
rolli.rg was determined in addition to the general
aerodynamic charaotmistics. The results are pre-
sentad in such a form that they may be directly
applied in lateral-stobility calculations.
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APPARATUS
The N. A. C. A. 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel, which
was used in this investigation, has a closed return
passage and an open test section (referenee 9). The
FmUREL—Are&u@artiwith snmIltipfahingn.
model under @t is attached to a small mounting plate
resting on the balance tripod so that the center of
moments on the model is at the midspan quarter-
chord point. The six-component balance indicates
the forces and moments with respect to the wind, or
tunnel, axes. The mounting plate is fastened to a
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spin~e that may be rot.atid in yaw about a verti~
axis through a system of geam actuated hwm.without
the tunnel. The angle of attack may be changed
while the tunnel is in operation. In order to apply a
roll@ velocity to the model so that the rolling moment
accompanying the rolling about the wind axis may be
measured, a special rotation mount@ replaecs the
force-test tripod.
Eleven wing models were used in the present investi-
gation. All but the ones with small tip fairingg shown
in figure 1 are listed. in the iirst column of table I.
Lmninated mahogany was used in the construction of
the models, which were accurate to within +0,005
inch of the specified Clark Y ordinates. The small
tip fairings were screwed directly to the ends of the
rectnnggm wing of aspect ratio 6. For the other
models, a common center segment of 10-inch chord
and 36-inch span was used, the tips under test being
suflioiently long to make the aspect ratio of the wing
equal to 6 when they were attached to the ends fo
the common center se=gment.
For the wings with rounded tips Clark Y sections
were maintained without washout to the tips. Two of
the tips had the same elevation shape (maximum
ordinate points on mean lines in one plane) but dif-
ferent plan forms. One of these had a length equal
to threequmters of the basic wing chord (fig. 2) and
the other a length equal to the basic wing chord (fig.
3 (b)). The tips were similar in that they were mm-
posed of two quadrants of similar ellipses and n
rectangle with the extreme tip 35 percent of the basic
chord back of the leading edge of the center section.
The other two tips had the same plan form as the
abovedescribed larger tip but had diilerent elevation
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FIGURE8.—Awingwith one-chord length mcd%xl etllptkal tip hnvIng threo
elevatlon dmws
shapes. For one the maximum ordinate points on the
upper surface were in one plane (fig. 3 (a)), adopted as
the standard Army tip, and for the other the straight
portions of the lower surface were in one plane (fig. 3
(c)). In order to find the effect of aspect ratio, the
Army tip was attached to the 60-inch span rectangular
wing, making the aspect ratio 8.39 instead of 6.
For the dihedral tests, the wing was cut at the proper
sections and held at the desired dihedral angles by
metal straps set in the surface. With the Army tip in
use, these cuts were made 25, 50, and 93 percent of the
wing semispan frem the tip. (See fig. 4.) With the
square tips, dihedral straps were used only at the
93-percent semispan cut. (See fig. 5.)
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TESTS
The tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 16.37
pounds per square foot, which corresponds to 80 miles
per hour under stmdard conditions, making the aver-
- b/Z = r?8.08” d
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FIGURE 4,—A wing with ArIoy tlp showing various dihdti armngemana
age Reynolds Number 609,000 computad on the basic
chord of the wing.
With the rectangukr wing, force tests were made at
Q lmge number of angles of yaw (#’) to determine the
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FIOUEE 5.—A rectangulm wing with dlhMraL
minimum number of angles necessary to define the
slope of the curves of rolling- and yawing-moment and
cross-wind force coefficients against angle of yaw.
values of +’= —5°, 0°, and 5° having been found
sufficient, the tests of the other models were made at
these settings and also at +’= 10° and ~’=20° to cover
the rrmgelikely to be encountered in flight.
Rolling tests were made with the rectanetiar wing
p’b
driven in rotation at values of ~ of 0.02 and 0.05 in
13eO02-37-11
both directions, where p’ is the angular velocity in roll
about the wind axis. These tests showed that the
slope of the curves of rolling-moment coefficient
against rate of rotation at zero rotation could be
determined from the tests at $~0.05 in both direc-
tions for angles of attack encountered in normal flying
below the stall. Consequently, the remainder of the
rotation twts were made only at this rate.
RESULTS
The results, uncorrected for tumel effects, are pre-
sented in the form of standard absolute coefficients
with respect to wind axes that intersect on the wing
model at the midspan quarter-ohord point of the basic
chord. The wing area, span, and average chord used
in computing the coefficients were those of the wing
with no dihedral.
A copy of the extensive tabulated re+ndtsof the tests
herein analyzed ia available upon request from the
National Advisory Committae for Aeronautics.
The force-test data were plotted against mq$e of
yaw; the ratas of change of rolling-moment coefficient
dC:(–) de.’w 0’ ()yawing-moment coefficient —~, ~ and
dC.()cross-wind force coefficient —w’ o with angle of yaw
were determined at 0° yaw. In addition, increments
of ratas of change due to dihedral (designated by A)
were determined for anglesof attack of 0°, 10°, and 15°
and are plotted against angle of dihedral. I?rom the
rotation testi the rates of chaqge of rolling-moment
coefficient with rata of rotation were determined by
summing the values for positive and negative rotation
at a rate of ~}0.05 and dividing by 0.10. These
dC:
()
rates of change are designated — .
d~!
o
The above-mentioned elopes at zero yaw me suffi-
cient for the normal range of angles of attack and yaw
encountered in flight and for computations based on
the theory of small oscillations. At the angles of
attack above the stall and for displacements in yaw
greater than 10°, however, the factors cannot be com-
puted directly from the slopes at zero yaw. Unsym-
metrical stalli.qgof the wing and the genarally unsteady
conditions encountered at high angles of attack muse
the results to vary widely.
The addition of small tip fakings had such a minor
effect on the characteristics of the rectan=dar wing
that the results have not been included. The intares~
ing result of the tests is that small tip fakings maybe
added to a rectangular wiqj of aspect ratio 6 without
appreciably nlter@ the aerodynamic chmactaristics.
—.=. —... ——~ ——-.— -.
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ACCURACY OF RESULTS
The dynamic pressure was maintained constant
within &0.25 percent. The angles of attack, yaw,
and dihedral were accurate tithin +O.lOO. The co-
efficients for a particular model are befieved to be
accurate within the folIowing limits:
c&=&o.oo5
c D=~&0.0005
C,’ +0.001 except at angles of attack above 25°
where angles of yaw of opposite sign may give values
differing by 0.020.
Oa’+0.001 except at high angles of attack where it
may be ~0.010.
CC*0.002
Because of slight inaccuracies in the models resulting
from alterations made during the tes@, it is believed
that for purposes of comparison between modeIs the
accuracy should be considered to be +0.001 for CD=~n
and +0.010 for C&&
PERFORMANCECRITERIONS
The criterions used to measure the effect of the wing
shapes on airplane performm.we are: The masimum
lift coefficient cLnuu, which gives an indication of the
landing speed; the minimum @ inefficient cDmfa,
which is a high-speed criterion; the ratio of maximum
lift coefficient to minimum (h4fj Coefficient6!./cD.f~,
a speed-range criterion; and the lift-drag ratio L/Data
lift coe5cient of 0.70, which is a criterion of the rate of
climb. The values of these criterions for the wings
tasted have been tabulated in table I for a direct
comparison.
TABLE I.—PERFORMANCE CRITERIONS OF REC-
TANGULARIVINGSHAVING VARIOUSTIP SHQES
AND DIHEDR4L ANGLES
[Mlwirqanot othmwisa ddgnated have an _ ratio of 6]
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Effect of plan form.—The rectangular wing with
rounded tips of a length equal to tb.ree-quarters the
basic chord had practically the same performance
characteristics aa the plain rectangular wig of the
same aspect ratio except for the rate-of-climb crite-
rion, which was increased in the order of 4 percent,
The rounded tip equal to the basic chord in length
had, however, improved performance characteristics;
the speed-range ratio was increased about 3 percent
and the climb criterion about 9 percent. Although
these percentages are within the experimental error,
it is believed that they indicate a definite trend. The
tiect of these two similarly shaped tips of different
kmgtb is in fair agreement with previous systematic
tests of the eflect of plan form as shown in figure 6,
The improvement in rate-of-olimb criterion is explained
by the fact that the span load distribution for the
wings with rounded tips approaches the ideal, which
results in a lower induced drag.
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EfTect of elevation shape,-The eilect of elevation
shape of the one-chord length tip on the perfon.nance
criterions is shown in table I. The results of thwe
tests are in agreement with previous unpublished Navy
tests in that, although the effect of elevation shape on
the performance criterions is not great, there is a cer-
tain advantage in raising the extreme tip at least w
high as the midpoint. The tip adopted by the Army
as their standard rounded tip is the longer rounded
tip with the masirnum ordinate points on the upper
surface in one plane.
Effect of aspect ratio.-The wing with aspeot ratio
8.39 was made by adding the Army tip to the rectan-
gular wing of aspect ratio 6, which makes the tip por-
tion a smaller percentage of the span than the wing of
aspect ratio 6 with &my tip. An appreciable im-
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provement was obtained in all the performance crite-
rions with the wing of aspect ratio 8.39 over those of
the same wing of aspect ratio 6.
Effeot of dihedral.-The eflects of the various dihe-
dral arrangements on the performance criterions are
()
dCz’
To
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Angle of offock,d, dqrees
FIGDBE 7.—EfIect of wfng tip plen form on rate of change of roUIn@noment m-
emotentti hangleof yaw. Mnrfnmm ordfnote NW9 on mean W fn one
pfooe.
compared in table I. As the coeflicienta are based on
the area of the wings with no dihedral, the maximum
lift would be espected to be lower with dihedral be-
cause of the reduction of the projected area of the
wing on a lateral plane. Such w-as the case in the
actual tests; the reduction in maximum lift coeflicienta
was proportional to the reduction in the projected area.
The minimum drag coefficients, however, increased
slightly in every case except with the Army tip with
93 percent sem.ispan dihedral. The coefficients used
would be expected to remain constant except for inter-
ference effects at tbe juncture of the portions of the
wing forming the dihedral angle. In all casea the
effect was no larger than about 5 percent. Since the
maximum lift coefficient wna decreased and the mini-
mum drag coefficient was increased, the speed-range
ratio was reduced about 10 percent for extreme dihe-
dral angles except for the wing with Army tip and
93 percent semispan dihedral, for which the ratio
remained practically constant. I?or dihedral angles
normally used (5° or less), however, the effect is
negligible. All the dihedrals reduced the rate-of-
climb criterion by a alight amount.
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSAFFECTING
LATERALSTABILITY
In order ta make a complei% determination of the
asymmetric motions and the lateral stability of an air-
plane, there are req~ed nine resistance derivatives
detemnined from the rate of change of rollii~ moment,
of yawing moment, and of cross-wind force with cross-
wind veloci~, with roll@ velocity, and with yawing
velocity. The results are presented in such a manner
that a direct determination is possible of four of the
derivatives, namely, the three computed from the rate
of change of rolling moment, of yawing moment, and
of cross-wind force with cross-wind velocity, and the
one computad from the rate of change of rolling mo-
ment with rolling velocity. Although these four fnc-
tors are the important ones affected by the wing shapes
tested, it is considered outside the scope of this report
to make detailed latmal-stabili~ calculations in which
assumptions for the remaining fact-era would be re-
quired. C?msequently, only the quantitative effec~
of the wing shapes on the four abov~mentioned factors
will be discussed.
Efleot of plan form.—l’hn a wing is yawed, the
span load distribution is considerably changed and a
rolling moment results that may become very large at
high angles of attack. The particular changes that
occur are clearly shown by means of pressure-distribu-
tion test9 in reference 10. The particular plan form
of the wing has an appreciable effect on the results as
shown in figure 7 where the rates of change of rolling-
(’)amoment coefficient with a@e of yaw —@’ oh given
for three wings of the same elevation shape but having
different plan forms. The effect is pronounced at an
angle of attack of 10°, which corresponds to a lift co-
efficient of about 1.0, where the rate of change given by
-.
(–)d~ ‘d# ~
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FIaum &—Effect of wing tfp Pfan form on rate of ohenge of crcs+nd farm end
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man lfnea fn one plum
the square tip was about four times that of the rounded
tip. The effect of plan form on
(%%nd (%)om
shown in iigure 8 is small compared ti”k the v~lu~ due
to the fuselage and tail. At nnglesof attack near that
-.
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for dCmminimum speed, the V8hlSSOf
(>w 0’ ‘tich k a
measure of the directional stability, were-about twice
as high for the rectangular wing as for the wings with
rounded tips. The values of rates of change of rolling-
d G’()moment coefficient with rolling — as shown indf?#
figure 9 were reduced by munchg the tip: in the order
.40
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-..a
-.40
-8 0 8 /6 24 32 40
Angle of offock,d ,degrees
F:GURE 9.—Effa2i of MO.S tip plan form on rate of cfmnm of rOflfng+mJment ti-
Clantwfthrate. ofrou. Maxlmmn ordfnat8p3fnb0nmmn ffmsfnonepbe.
that would be expected, the greatest values bei.rg for
the rectanggm wing.
IMect of elevation shape.—In figure 10 is show-nthe
effect of elevation shape of a one-chord len@ rounded
dC~’
()
tip on ~ ~“ Up to 15° angle of attack, cbnnging
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FmuE6 10.-ERwt of olevatlon sham of a one-chard Iangth rounded tfv on mtQ of
change of rolfing-moment tidant wfth angle of yaw.
the elevation shtiperesulted in a parallel shifting of the
curves. Later tasts showed that this shift could be
qmessod in twins of ef.bctive full-span dihedral; plac-
ing the maximum ordinate points on mean lines in one
plane vrnsequivalent to giving n wing with the krmy
tip (maximum ordinate points on upper surface in one
plane) a negative dihedral angle of 1~”; whereas placing
the straight portions of the lower surface in one plane
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was equivalent ta a negative dihedrrblangle of 2?4°. ,
Above 15° angle of attack, the elevation shape had
‘d(Y.’proctic.ally no effect.
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and dC?.’()~ ~Ygiven in figure 11, nor tho vnlues of
H
do,,. .-
were affected by elevation shnpe.
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Effeot of aspeot ratio.-It had been previously found
that increasing the aspect ratio of a wing decreased
dOz’(’)w .. (See reference 11.) The results of the
presen{ testi (see fig. 12) show that the reduotion in
~ for the wing of aspect ratio 8.39 was equivalent
() d+’ ,
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to n negative dihedral angle of l~” for the wi.rqgof
aspect ratio 6. On the other hand, the values of(%4%)0 “were unaffected by aspect ratio.
Effeot of d.ihedraL-As previously me.htioned, most
of the dihedral tests were made with the Army tip
.007
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.00$
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f?lOUEE 18.-Effd Of dfbdd Of U ~t SWldSfW Of WfOg Wfth AIIOy tip On
rata of change of mllfng-moment cimfiidaot wfth engfe of yaw.
although n few tests were made with the rectangular
tip. The dihedral axis for the wing with the Army tip
was located successively 25, 50, and 93 perhentiof the
semisprmfrom the tip of the wig. W]th the dihedral
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axis at the 25-percent point, the values of —
d&’ n
(fig. 13) are increaaedby dihedral up to angles of atk~
as high aa 22°; with the dihedral axis at the 50-percent
point (fig. 16), the values are increased up through
20° angle of attack; and with 93 percent of th~semispan
dC,in use (fig. 18), the increase in
(1~.
due to dihedral
is reduced to zero at 19° ar@e of attack. This action
is explained by the manner in which a rectangular
.60
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~
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Angle of otiock ci,degrees
FIGUBIJ 15.—Effect of dfhdrd Of 24 ~t SW@@,O of ~ wfth A1’roY tfp On
rata of ohange of mllfng-mornent cWTidant wfth rate of MU.
M‘u.~- -.+n--1/
wing stalls. The burble starts at the center section
and spreads toward the tips, the tips remaini~~ un-
tiected for several degrees after the center+ection
d~c
()
flow breaks down. The effect of dihedral on —d+’ ,
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H
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From I&—Efkct of dffmdml of Ml fxxcent mre@an of wfng wfth Army tip on
rata of chenga of mfffng-memant mefCdent wfth angle of yaw.
and dC.’
(–)dtJ’ ,
sho~ in @es 14, 17, and 19, although
not large, is fairly consistent for the three dihedral
axes used. The values of
()
~~ , were reduced for the
wing alone as would be experted but the values of
..= .. . . .
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de(’)@ ~, the direction&stability criterion, became
. .
dC,’()more positive. The vrdues of ~ were decreased%7 .
somewhat when the dihedral &s {& at 25-Dercent
.
semisprm (fig. 15) and the dihedral angle wm greater
.OJO
()%dv’ ~
o
0
-.00/
H$0
-.LW2
:003
A@e of offack,& ,degrees
FIQIJBE 17.—Eff@ of dfhedral of EC~t smnbpen of W@ with Army tIp on
MO of clmnge of crass-wind form and yowfng-moment cmfffclmts with engle of
yaw.
than 15°. For the other dihedral+mis locations, the
values were hardly affectid for the angles up to 15°.
When the wing with square tips was given dihedral the
“UWOf(%’,(%’’,(#), ~nd(~) ‘em
o
.Cm
.005
.004
.003
.Lw2
.ml
o
-8 0 8 16 24 32 46
Angle of atf&, @ degrees
Fmwm M.-EM of dlhedrrd of W prcnnt se.u@mr of wing wfth &my tlp on
rab of clmnge of rollfng-moment m311M3nt wftb eagle of yaw.
affected h about the same manner as were the values
for the wing with the Army tip, except that the values
of dC:
()
~ o due to dihedral revemed in effect at 18°
angle of attack and considerably reduced the total
dCJ forthe ~~.
() d+’ .
(S& figs. 20 and 21.)
..-.
A more direct comparison of the effects of the dihe-
drals tested V& made by computing the increments of
Fmumr 19.—EtWt.of dfhedrd of W percent SembJMII of wing with Army tip on
rete of efmnge ofci’cus-wfnd fome end yawfng-moment coolllolents with ong.le of
yew.
()f+%. for 0°, 10°, md 15° angles of nttack and
plotting them against dihedral angle in figure 22. lt
.W7
.m
I 1 I M 1 I 4
.ms
.m
()C&’W O
.m
002
001
0
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40
Angle of attcck,d ,degrees
FIQOEE ZU-Effmt of dihedrel of 93 ~t smdspm of a rwtengnfar WIOE on mto
of change of rollfng-mommt cmftlofont with W@ Of yew.
may be seen that the increments with the rectangular
!wirgare practically the same as for the wing with tho
Army tip w-henthe same percentage of the semkpan is
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used in both cmes. This agreement is an indication
that the effects due to a dihedral angle with practically
the full semkprm in use may be added directly to the
basic 0° dihedral curves regardkm of tip shape.
-8 0 8 16 24 .3? 40
%gle o-fotto& d ,%grees
~OUFIE 21,—Efltzt Of dih6dd Of W @’0311t ~ of rwkar@mwfngonmte
of ohmge of mces.wind form and yowfng-moment cmlllcfonts wfth ongle of yaw.
‘he‘ncreme”k‘(%)0‘“’‘Cwo’en’‘the-
mselvesto further evaluation since they vary as a straight
line with the rtngleof dihedral I’ up to an angle of 16°.
An average curve has been draw-nthrough the sets of,
points and the equations of the curmw have been
determined to be
()$’%0 =0.000333K–0.0001181i?s
d do.’
()a A w .= O”OOOO=’
where Kis the fraction of the semispanin use.
These equations may be used with sticient accu-
racy in detwminhg the effect of dihedral of any fraction
of the semispan of a rectangular wing of Clark Y or
similarsection hav@ an aspectratio of 6with the Army
tip. These values, of course, must be added to the
basic values for the wing with 0° dihedral. If the
()
entiresemispanhas dihedral,Kbecomes l.0,# A # ~
dc ‘
()
=0.000215, and -$ A --& ,=0.000024. Blenk (ref-
erence 6) found correspond~o values of 0.000204 and
0.000030 for a rectmgnlar W@ with square tips.
Comparison of oalonlated and experimental results.—
When a wing with a dihedral angle 1?is yawed through
an angle+’, the new wing chord along thd wind direction
is c
“=cos +’
and the spmmise displacement of the tmilirg edge rela-
tive to the leachqg edge of the chord line is
l=c’ sin +’
(-3dCA d~’O
-.
H
dCn
A d~’ o
-.
.
dCL
(1
A~o.
Dihedral onqle,37,degrees
FlauIuz ~—Effect of dfhodrd on raka of ohmge of mIlfng-momen& yawfng-momen~ and crcs%wfnd form maftlafents wftb angle of yaw.
d(dc’)oand~’(%)oConsequently, the values ofa A ~
were determined from fibgure22 for the W@ with the
Army tip and have been plotted against fraction of wing
semispan in figure 23 for the three anglea of attack.
Then, owing to the dihedral angle, the trding edge of
the new chord of the rearward wing is higher than its
leading edge by an amount
h=l sin I’
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which may be written
h=c’ sin +’ sin I’
This value makes the angle of attack of c’ less than the
a~c]e of at~& of c so tit
Now for small rmglesthe sineequals the angle in radians,
SOthat
Aa’= #’r (all in mdwns)
Likewise, on the for&rd” W@ the ar@e of attack is
increased by
Aa’=$’r
Wksdsberger has shown (reference 12) that the rolling
moment due to an unsymmetrical span load distxi-
0004 I I I
Angle of a#&”
o
A
T
/00
.0m9 15°
()
d dCz’
(+)
‘1 I
d~A ~0
—<A ‘c: - 0.000333K -O. 000i18Kz&—dr d * , ~:
:OW2
<
/ ‘
/ -
r
/ <.0001 .
KA %
H //” >y ~J~~+
dCn 0 (
- 0.000024KU
dr d+’.
‘A —
d~ d+’ ~ ‘: %-—— -
n ? —..4 s .8 Lo
‘-frocfion of semispon,K
FmoRE ZL-EflW of dihedral SFWI on rate of change wfth dfhedml angle of the
rate of @age of rolffng moment wfth angle of yam.
bution resulting from equal changes in angle of attack
of opposite sign on the two halves of a rectana@m
wing may be expressed by
where ~ is a factor dependent on the aspect ratio
and the slope of the lift curve for a wing of tits
aspect ratio and aCis the change in angle of attack.
Expressing this equation in coefficient form results in
*’r forSubstituting for a. its equal ~m,,
(7:
the value
of 6, and for{ the value 0.127 from Wkmlsberger and
Asano (reference 13) for a change in angle of attack
over 93 percent of the span, -
@=0.127~2X6
.
Then Werentiating with respect to +’
d dC{
()
— =0.000232~d#’O
and r,
which is, within the limits of mmracy, equal to the
value found from the experiments reported herein.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The rate of change of rolling moment with angle
of yaw was greatly affected by wing-tip shape.
2. Agreement was obtained between cemputad and
experimental values of the rate of change of rolling
moment with angle of yaw due to dihedral of a rec-
tangular wing.
3. The dihedral effect was maintained to u higher
angle of attack with dihedral of only the outer one.
fourth of each semispan than when the entire semi-
span had dihedral.
LANGLEYMEMORIALAERONAUTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONALADVISORYCO~MITYEEFORAERONAUTICS,
LANGLEYFIELD,VA., Au@ 2?7,1936.
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